Frequently asked questions:
This information is aimed at adults, teachers and staff ONLY. It is information to help you understand the
condition and give you awareness of how to answer children and young people’s questions accurately.
Why is it called Down Syndrome or Down’s syndrome?
In 1866 Dr John Langdon Down identified a number of key characteristics that were shared by a group of
patients at a hospital in London for people with learning difficulties and disabilities. He identified the
condition now known as Down syndrome. Some people prefer not to use the apostrophe, they feel he doesn’t
own the condition and he didn’t have the condition. Both Down and Down’s syndrome are correct. We wish
his name had been Dr Sunshine!
How should I refer to people with Down syndrome?
We prefer ‘person first’ language. A person has or with Down syndrome.
Not a ‘Down’s boy’. Our children are children first and Down syndrome is just a tiny
part of who they are - they do not like to be defined by their condition and they do
not like to be referred to as ‘special’ … everyone is special.
This is Alfie, Alfie has Down syndrome. Alfie is clever!
People with Down syndrome do not suffer from the condition. Never say ‘Down
syndrome sufferers’ or ‘he suffers from Down syndrome’. People with Down syndrome
might have health concerns but most families feel that children without Down
syndrome could have the same issues. Don’t ever say you are sorry a person has Down syndrome. There is
nothing to be sorry about. We NEVER use the word ‘retarded’ and find any derivative of it offensive. It is
outdated language and is often used as an insult, which devalues the lives of people with learning disabilities. It
is not acceptable. It is ableist. (discrimination and social prejudice against people with
disabilities. Ableism characterises persons as defined by their disabilities and as inferior to the non-disabled.)
How does Down syndrome happen?
People with Down syndrome have an extra 21st chromosome, meaning they have 3 instead of 2 copies. This is
why it is often called Trisomy 21 … 3 lots of the 21st chromosome. Most people have 46 chromosomes but
people with Down syndrome have 47. Your chromosomes are the building blocks inside every cell of your
body that makes you an individual. When the egg divides, an extra copy of the 21st chromosome happens
right at the time of conception. There is nothing a parent does or doesn’t do to cause it to happen.
Down syndrome is not a disease, you cannot catch it or develop it in life, only be born with it. You cannot be
cured of it. Around 1 in every 1000 babies born in the UK has Down syndrome. It is the most common
naturally occurring chromosomal condition. This is true for all races, cultures, ethnic groups and
socio-economic classes. 80% of babies born with Down syndrome are born to mothers under 35 years of age
because this age range gives birth most frequently. There is a higher chance (not risk!) as the mother ages that
a child may be born with Down syndrome but teenage mothers have babies with Down syndrome too. It is
estimated that identical twins with Down syndrome occur at the rate of 1 or 2 in a million pregnancies and
non-identical twins at the rate of 14 or 15 in a million!
Are there different types of Down syndrome?
You either have Down syndrome or you don’t. There are 3 different ways Down syndrome can occur
depending on how the cells divide when first conceived.
Trisomy 21 (95% of cases) All cells of the body have the extra 21st chromosome.
Translocation (4-5 % of cases) an extra copy of chromosome 21 is attached to another chromosome.
Mosaicism (less than 1% of cases) some cells have the usual 46 chromosomes but others have the extra 21st.
Each individual has strengths, challenges, talents and abilities the same as the rest of us!
Are people with Down syndrome always happy?
People with Down syndrome have the same range of emotions the rest of us have: tantrums and tears,
excitement or sadness, happiness and shyness.

How can people with Down syndrome be supported?
Heart conditions and digestion:
Some babies with Down syndrome may have a heart condition. Many just need to be monitored and the vast majority of those with more complex heart conditions are operated on successfully and go on to lead very fulfilling
lives. Having a heart condition may mean a child tires more easily and cannot be as active as some peers. But be
careful, these guys will steal your heart given half a chance! Some need surgery on their digestive systems when
very young, some are fed by tube or ‘peg’ but it’s ok, lots of children without Down syndrome may also have these
things. As with all children, some may have gluten or dairy intolerances.
Movement and muscle tone:
Some children with Down syndrome have low muscle tone, called hypotonia. This means it can take them longer to
learn to talk, eat, walk, jump and run. They might still need a buggy or wheel chair for outings as their muscles get
tired more quickly and their joints may hurt. Many have physiotherapy and they work extra hard to build up their
muscles and have amazing determination to be as active as other children.
Glue ear and hearing loss, speech and signing:
Many children with Down syndrome have hearing loss or glue ear, which many other children without Down
syndrome can have too. Some children need hearing aids, grommets or hearing bands called BAHA (Bone
Anchored Hearing Aid). If you think anyone might have hearing problems face them, keep your mouth in view and
speak clearly to help them understand you. This is also why some children with Down syndrome sound a little
different when they talk; they may not be able to hear all the soft sounds in speech and find it hard to learn to say
them. Lots of children with Down syndrome have speech therapy to help them learn. Lots of children learn to sign
using Makaton or Sign Along which follows normal speech grammar patterns to help them communicate and
relieve frustration.
Learning:
People with Down syndrome do have some degree of learning disability — that doesn’t mean they cannot learn!
People with Down syndrome are life-long learners like everyone else. If given the right support and encouragement
people with Down syndrome can achieve anything. Children with Down syndrome want to be independent; always
ask if they want help—they may not. Children with Down syndrome are entitled to go to mainstream school, just
like anyone else, if it is right for them. People with Down syndrome can take longer to think about what you are
asking them and give a reply. If a child asks them to play and they say no, don’t give up, encourage them to ask
again another time. IQ scores will never capture a person's true potential. Always keep ‘intelligence’ in perspective.
People with Down syndrome are some of the most emotionally intelligent people you’ll ever hope to meet!
All of these things mean children and adults have to think a little smarter about how to ensure everyone is included
in games and activities, show support and encouragement, give more time and have patience. Children with Down
syndrome want to play and do what you do… they just need a little understanding.
Is it challenging to care for a child with Down syndrome?
Families may need support to help their child learn and achieve, but parents , brothers or sisters loves them for
exactly who they are! Every milestone is celebrated, just the same as any child. The amount of joy children with
Down syndrome bring far out weighs any feelings of difficulty.
How is life for people with Down syndrome?
People with Down syndrome are living longer healthier lives because they are getting the benefits of modern
medicine and quality education—just like everyone else. In 1983 the average life expectancy of a child born with
Down syndrome was only 25 years old. Today, many people with Down syndrome live to over 60. Most people
with Down syndrome lead happy, independent and successful lives. Many live with friends, family and/or partners
or in assisted living flats and houses, they can go to college and university, get meaningful employment and have
relationships. They can be actors, musicians, business people, TV stars, learn to drive and even climb Mount Everest!
Never underestimate and never count people with Down syndrome out!
When is World Down Syndrome Awareness Day?
World Down Syndrome Day is celebrated every year across the world on 21st of the 3rd month... 21.3.19 get it?
It is also celebrated throughout October as Down syndrome awareness month.
Please see resources provided for ideas, assemblies, workshop ideas and photocopiables to help spread awareness and
help make negative perceptions of Down syndrome a thing of the past.

-

Activity Ideas!
WDSD 21/03/20—Lots of Socks!
Wear your colourful, unusual and funky socks to school or work. Check our sample letter to families
which can be sent home. Look at the Down Syndrome Association (DSA) website for more info.
All about me: SOCK OUTLINES
Your chromosomes form your DNA. Chromosomes look a bit
like pairs of socks. People with Down syndrome have an extra 21st
chromosome. Everyone has chromosomes and everyone is the
same in many ways but everyone is also unique and different: even
identical twins can be very different! Design some socks. They
could be any colour, pattern, have motifs or characters. The children can do 1 sock each to represent themselves with pictures or
words or even a collage. They could do 2 socks each to represent
the pairs of chromosome they have or 3 socks each to represent
the extra chromosome people with Down syndrome have. You could make a great washing line display
to show how everyone is the same and yet different! Unique! (SEE PRINTABLE / PHOTOCOPIABLE
SHEETS.)
Sock line of diversity.
Make a whole school washing line of individual socks to display. Before World Down Syndrome Day ask
families if they can donate any socks. It makes a really wonderful display if all the different socks are
pegged out together (you can use paper clips!) Children can notice all the different colours, patterns,
sizes, shapes, lengths and pictures on them. This can lead a discussion on diversity in people. Socks have
the same job: to keep your feet warm, but they are ALL different. It doesn’t change their purpose.
People want to be happy, to learn, follow their dreams and to make their way in the world but we are
ALL different and it doesn't matter.
This is me: PERSONAL PROFILE
Children fill in a personal profile explaining their likes and dislikes, family, talents, clubs and activities.
Some children with Down syndrome have completed personal profile sheets too. Please select ones
which best reflect your classes age to use. Share some profiles written by children with Down syndrome.
Oh look… they like and dislike similar things to you!
(SEE PRINTABLE / PHOTOCOPIABLE SHEETS.)

What makes ME unique?
Use the blank border page to draw, write and share what makes ALL the children unique, original,
amazing and beautiful. Skills , talents, abilities and party tricks.
What do you like?
Share some Argos, or similar toy catalogues, and cut out pictures of things they like to play with to
make a collage and share ideas. It’s fun to find out who likes the same things as us, even though we are
very different people. If you ask in the shops they are often happy to donate quantities of catalogues to
schools, especially if they have old ones following a new edition being released.
Swap places if…

Traditional circle time game where children swap seats if they have a given characteristic.
Swap places if you have blue eyes, swap places if you like Harry Potter… etc.

Activity Ideas!

Get the message through.
Some children with Down syndrome need more time to process ideas and to respond to
questions. Design 2 pathways. 1 goes directly back and forth between 2 stations, A and
B. 1 path goes on a more meandering way between A and B, meaning it takes longer for children to
‘pass the message.’ Have a simple passage with each word written on individual cards at position B and
team members take turns to travel to collect 1 word at a time. Upon returning they must construct the
sentence or passage. It could be a life affirming phrase such as ‘leave no-one behind’ or ‘I have the
power to include everyone’
Can you hear me?
If you can get access to sets of ear defenders, try demonstrating how people with mild to moderate
hearing loss might feel. One child without ear defenders describes a hidden picture to a friend, who is
wearing them, to draw. How can they help the person with the ear defenders? Speak slowly, clearly and
use hand signals, signs or body language to help. Give them lots of praise and thumbs up for good bits
they draw. You can try this sitting back to back to see how tricky it is without those visual clues if ear
defenders are hard to source.
Sayings and tag lines:
There are lots of sayings and phrases that have been created to support diversity.
There’s a famous saying in Asia… “same, same … but different”. We are all the same and yet different.
Another Down syndrome mantra is ‘More alike than different’ Everyone should be treated the SAME!
‘If you want to go fast… GO ALONE. If you want to go FAR… GO TOGETHER!’
Discuss these sayings. Use a thesaurus to list words that mean equal, same, alike, fair… Can children
think up more positive phrases for posters to display?
Leave no-one behind!
The 2019 theme for World Down Syndrome Day was “Leave No-one Behind!”. Design a gym hall
obstacle course and with mixed ability groupings make sure each group finds a way to complete the
course safely and together through support, patience and encouragement. There could be small
challenges, code breaks or activities between obstacle stations too.
Signing. (Makaton or Sign Along—check your county’s preference!)
Lots of children with Down syndrome use signing, particularly when they are young. It helps them
communicate and can remove frustration, although most people with Down syndrome drop signing a
they become able to communicate more effectively using speech. Learning to sign is fun! Why not
teach your class the British Sign language alphabet? Practice spelling names, key words for topics etc.
Kids love to sign! Lots of schools now incorporate sign in to daily school life whether there is or isn’t a
child with additional needs who needs to sign. Signing your register is awesome! You can find the BSL
finger spelling alphabet in our pack and several video guides on you tube—be sure to check it is BSL and
not ASL (American sign language) as they are quite different. (SEE PRINTABLE / PHOTOCOPIABLE
SHEETS.)
Maybe try to learn the signs for ‘This is Me!’ Or ‘You’ve Got a Friend in Me’ from
Toy Story! There are lots of examples on You tube to follow. Have a look at our
links page for sites that could help.

Useful links, websites and support pages.

c Wouldn’t change a thing — making negative perceptions of Down syn-

drome a thing of the past. There is a public Facebook page dedicated to
positive stories about people, children and families with Down syndrome. Lots of fab
examples of news articles and press which highlights how people with Down syndrome
live happy, meaningful lives.

c Wouldn’t change a thing on YOU TUBE - links to our viral videos showing the joy

and love for kids with Down syndrome. Videos featuring families using Makaton to
share popular songs. Learn one along with your class—they will love it!

c DSA — Down’s Syndrome Association and Down’s syndrome SCOTLAND—National
charities providing resources, help and advice for all audiences in relation to Downs
Syndrome.

c There is local information for Wales and Northern Ireland offices as branches of DSA
above. There is also a list of local support groups in your area on DSA website.

c World Down Syndrome Day website info on Lots of socks and how the day is being
celebrated across the world.

c Makaton.org - a form of sign assisted English which uses intuitive sign language
alongside speech. Loads of printable resources and ideas.

c www.signalong.org.uk—another sign-assisted English form. As above, lots of
resources and ideas.

c Singing Hands—a fabulous singing, signing duo who have produced a wealth of sing
and sign songs using Makaton. Check out their videos on YouTube or Facebook.

c Isabella signs is a fabulous You tube page showing songs and signs in Makaton.
c Makaton with Lucinda is another great You tube page showing daily signs in
Makaton.

c Exeter Deaf Academy have produced a simple video to
show how to sign the alphabet in British Sign Language.

c www.understood.org A website dedicated to understanding learning and what it might feel like to have various
aspects that can be associated with Down syndrome
There is a very good section on the day in the life of a
child with slow processing. For example, how could
children support a child with slower processing skills?

